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The negativity of social media makes people mad and have anger . In article by John Jay 

called “Teens on social media socialization and self esteem” he discussed that their are more 

negative impacts than positive impacts and that the use of social media on modern days has 

grown phenomenon. To argue against social media how it makes people get negativ,there are 

three reasons why ,negative impact , Cyberbullying , and Real Interactions. 

To Begin with negative impact has out grown really fast and people are using it to make 

others feel bad or just make them unhappy. People say “kids that go on social media take a big 

risk” because they could end up being hacked or trolled with and even could be bullied online.In 

document F written by John Jay he claims that “The use of social media leads to cyberbulling 

which leads to depression from their it leads to thoughts of suicide and it may cause a dead 

person. In document C Written by Megan Sponcil and Priscilla Gitimu they argue that “many 

kids that go on social media are responsible not like others”  the bad part of those people that are 

on social media for bad are people that don't get any attention or they don't have even a 

parent.They may need attention so instead they must bother a innocent kid. 

After words Cyberbullying is a way to make people feel bad and to make them thing 

wrong things of themselves.Cyberbullying makes social media look bad and it brings a lot of 

negatitey to people for those reasons.In document B by Hillary Stout she claims “People used to 



talk to their old buds and those friends wont be their they might hate you and they could even do 

cyberbulling to you in such bad ways. When people say “I do cyberbullying’ it's not really such a 

nice thing to say because they don't know how it feels to go through that and they don't think of 

what risk they can take just for saying that. Hilary Stout argues against social media because in 

another quote she states “Many of whom recall having  intense childhood relationships with a 

bosom buddy with whom they spent all their time with and shared all their secrets”  sometimes 

you won't have a good day and the relationship breaks and they could spill out the secrets that 

you said or they could cyberbully you or tell their buddies your secrets. Cyberbullying has 

outgrown a lot but we need to stop it no matter what but it gets too intense.  

Finally Social media is dragging people away from Real interactions, Real interactions 

with people has changed a lot between modern time and it still will keep changing. It first started 

when people used to talk to each other and then they made the phone and since then they started 

to make apps and it also has out grown.In Document D by Righ Night he argues how social 

media has changed people from real interaction he claims “The purpose of social media was to 

help people share important information and do buisiness much faste and how kids ask if they 

want to hang out but instead they want just to text” they may not want to hangout and they just 

want to text instead so social media is making people apart from real interactions. To continue 

Righ Nights claims with more information that “ A uk study from the fall found that over 50% of 

social media users evaluate their participation in social networking as having an overall negative 

effect on their lives” the kids think that social media makes their real interactions better because 

they don't have to see each other.Kids think that social media makes their live better but really it 

doesnt its the other way around. 



To conclude,Social media has made people go negative and bother others and it has 

outgrown a lot. The three reasons why I can argue that social media has gone negative and really 

bad are Negative Impact, Cyberbullying and Real Interaction.now i can show why I argue 

against social media and the way some people look at it are sometimes good but some others 

don't and they will bother others. Also many people won't take if being bullied so if they don't at 

least they should tell a parent. 

 


